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Today, after more than a century of 

electric technology, we have extended 

our central nervous system itself in 

a global embrace, abolishing both 

space and time as far as our planet is 

concerned. Rapidly, we approach the 

final phase of the extensions of man  

- the technological simulation  

of consciousness, when the creative 

process of knowing will be collectively 

and corporately extended to the  

whole of human society…

Marshall McLuhan, 

Understanding Media 

Published in 1964.
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Visual & Nonvisual 
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This research project is focused on understanding the current 

needs of blind users in the context of browsing. The research 

methods used have an inclusive design approach. The outcome 

was intended for both for the blind and normally sighted.

At the broadest level, this project is about reducing cognitive 

effort in human to computer interaction. At the next level it is 

about browsing the internet. Everyone using a computer and 

surfing the web at some point goes through the mental task of 

comparing between alternative choices.

Work Methods
DESKTOP RESEARCH & USER INTERVIEWS

To prepare myself for this project I consulted many resources. 

I read books and scholarly articles, and watched documentary 

videos. I trained myself how to use a screen reader, I learned 

about best practices for HTML and accessibility, and advanced 

my skills with JavaScript and electronic prototyping with micro 

controllers.

During the research phase I conducted seven in-depth 

interviews and carried out user testing with three of these 

seven participants. 
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PROBLEM ANALYSIS

Based on user interviews and desktop research I developed a 

framework of conceptual problems areas.

PROTOTYPES

Based on my problem analysis I developed a range of 

prototypes. I was focused on conducting user testing. 

I wanted to work with actual web pages and develop a deeper 

understanding of the technology of how screen readers work.

A lot of energy was focused on developing JavaScript 

prototypes because Breakout JS enabled me to change normal 

desktop user action models and design totally new user 

experiences . 

WORKSHOP, USER TESTING & IDEATION 

Based on the prototypes I built, I explored ideation and co-

creation through workshops and one on one interviews with 

blind users. Based on the feedback I developed a final concept.
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1 Unrelieved area of type. 
 The pattern lacks rythm and 
 flexibility and is difficult to read.
2 Relief by colour.
3 Relief by bold and normal faces.
4 Relief by lines.
5 Relief by blank lines.
6 Relief by break lines.

Classic gestalt examples by  

Swiss typographer Emil Ruder. 
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CONCLUSION & FINAL CONCEPT

Traditionally, blind users do not use a mouse because it is 

too easy to get lost. This prototype explores the concept of 

designing a user interaction based on a one axis scroll. A 

physical interaction would reduce the cognitive load on the 

user by relegating navigation to a physical interaction.

The Semantic Scroller is a concept that could be implemented 

today but actually presupposes the use of some new HTML 

specifications specifically the adoption of “open” semantic tags. 

Unlike existing semantic tags like <nav> and <article> which are 

too context specific, an open framework would enable coders 

include contextual semantic descriptions where ever necessary

Every web page is composed of at least two hierarchical 

structures. The sequence of order, from top to bottom and 

typography. Web page semantics would enable users to 

navigate by a third type of hierarchical encoding. 

In a sense this prototype could be said to have one foot in the 

present and another into the future. It also depends on HTML 

developers using web standards, which unfortunately is not 

always the case.
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More and more as technology invades my life, increasing I 

feel frustrated by it. Compared to traditional media like books 

and newspapers reading on-line on most websites is a poorly 

designed user experience. 

As journalist and author Nicholas Carr explains: ‚“The mind of 

the experienced book reader is a calm mind, not a buzzing one. 

But, never has there been a medium that, like the internet, that 

has been programmed to so widely scatter our attention and to 

do it so insistently.”(Carr, 2011)

According to Wikipedia: “Technological Determinism 

presumes that a society’s technology drives the development of 

its social structure and cultural values.” This concept was first 

described by American sociologist, Thorstein Veblen  

(1857—1929). 

In the words of Media Critic Marshall McLuhan, “By 

continuously embracing technologies, we relate ourselves to 

them as servo-mechanisms. That is why we must, to use them 

at all, serve these objects, these extensions of ourselves, as gods 

or minor religions. An Indian is the servo-mechanism of his 

canoe, as the cowboy of his horse or the executive of his clock.” 

(McLuhan, 1967)
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To a degree, I am sceptical of technology. Veblen and 

McLuhan’s ideas interest me because they challenge 

humanities accepted notion of progress. I think the poor user 

experience of the web is attributable to some ignorance on our 

part. Some basic misunderstanding about our own needs. The 

internet has changed our intellectual needs but our basic needs 

for human survival remain the same.

As Tufts University developmental psychologist Maryanne 

Wolf explains in her book on the neuroscience of reading, “In 

reading online we sacrifice the facility that makes deep reading 

possible. We revert to being‚ ‘mere decoders of information’. 

Our ability to make the rich mental connections that form 

when we read deeply and without distraction remains largely 

disengaged.”(Carr, 2011)

One of the inspirations for the approach for this project came 

while working on a service design project for neurological 

rehabilitation. During the course of an interview with 

a physiotherapist I was introduced to several assistive 

technologies for paraplegics. 

Among other things, I got an opportunity to try out a head 

mouse. A head mouse is an assistive device for users that have 
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limited motor control of their hands. The technology controls 

the mouse pointer by tracking movements of the user’s head.

As my brain struggled to learn how to control the mouse, I 

experienced first hand a totally new user experience. It was as if 

I was a child again exploring a new and fascinating world. The 

computer felt exciting again.

This research project is focused on understanding the current 

needs of blind users in the context of browsing. The research 

methods used have an inclusive design approach. The outcome 

was intended for both for the blind and normally sighted.

At the broadest level, this project is about reducing cognitive 

effort in human to computer interaction. At the next level it is 

about browsing the internet. Everyone using a computer and 

surfing the web at some point goes through the mental task of 

comparing between alternative choices.

Inclusive design seeks to understand and describe the 

circumstances necessary to make products and services 

(even architecture) assessable to all users. Every human’s 

needs and abilities change over time. When we are young 

we have different needs when we are old. The World Health 
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“ Since the web is a free place you are 

fee to do things as bad as you want… ” 

 

User Interview, February 2013.
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Organization (WHO) classifies a disability as a complex 

interaction between the features of a person’s body and the 

features of the environment and society in which that person 

lives.(Pullin, 2009) Weather or not most of us admit it, a 

disability is in fact a universal human experience.

According a research report by the Nielsen Norman Group 

in 2001 (republished in 2006), the internet is three times less 

accessible for the blind compared with normally sighted users.

(Norman, 2006)

Examining today’s obstacles for the blind, what aspects of 

the experience could we improve? Could we design a better 

cognitive browsing experience for all users focusing on 

nonvisual aspects of the user experience? What would it look 

like, how would it behave and what characteristics would it 

carry?

Background
Up until the mid 1960’s, if you were declared legally blind in 

the United States (10% vision or less), users were forced to learn 

braille. If they had partial vision, they were trained by being 

blindfolded. Since the 70’s this practice was abandoned. 
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Today the number of braille readers has declined, especially 

since the 1990’s when synthesized speech became more widely 

available.

Today, vision impaired users rely less on braille.  As a former 

eye Doctor explained, despite being without vision for over ten 

years she still has not taken the time to learn braille. Instead 

she relies more on the technology of the screen reader and 

audio books played from her iPod.

A screen reader runs on a desktop computer and describes 

what is displayed by the operating system or other applications. 

A screen reader speaks text to the user. In terms of human 

computer interaction paradigms, a screen reader could be 

generally described as an audio interface.

In terms of web browsing, blind users use the same technology 

that sighted users do, a web browser. Screen readers work with 

the web browser to describe the contents of a web page. Based 

on preliminary research, it seemed to me that one weakness 

of current screen readers technology was their overly detailed 

interaction model and the absence of any contextual overview 

mode. 
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Visual users rely on gestalt principles including proximity, 

similarity, and the use of white space. The combination of these 

factors provide them with clues about how the information is 

organized. 

Gestalt is a German word term which means “unified whole”. 

It refers to theories of visual perception developed by German 

psychologists in the 1920’s. These theories attempt to describe 

how people tend to organize visual elements into groups or 

unified wholes when certain principles are applied. 

What contextual clues do vision impaired users have? What 

technologies could we employ to help them have a better 

experience? 
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 “ When I get tired with the audio  

I can switch to brail” 

 

User Interview, February 2013.
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METHOD
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Desktop Research  
& User Interviews
WHAT IS A BLIND USERS MENTAL MODEL OF A WEB PAGE? 

I consulted many resources while constructing an 

understanding of a user’s mental model in this scenario. Some 

highlights included reading the biography of Hellen Keller 

and watching videos informational videos by Tommy Eddison  

and also the University of Wisconsin Madison Division of 

Information Technology. The best resource was working with 

volunteer participants. 

With the help of the Swedish organization for the blind, I found 

several participants in Umeå who were graciously willing to 

spend time and educate me. During my research I conducted 

seven in-depth interviews and carried out user testing with 

three of these participants. For anonymity I have concealed 

their identity choosing to identify them only by the first initial 

of their first name. 

I got permission to recorded audio during all of my interviews. 

A the transcript of my group interview is available in the 
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appendices. Subsequent audio interviews have not yet been 

transcribed but are available as digital audio files. One 

interview was also made via telephone with a former eye doctor 

who at the age of 43, lost her vision. She lives in the United 

States.

Most of my research insights came from my test users. Of my 

three users two were blind and one had partial vision. 

P explained that he has been tinkering with computers since 

1988 when he began experimenting with BASIC (Beginner’s 

All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code) and programming 

with synthesized speech. P has a degree in computer science 

from Umeå University. Today he works as a software and 

hardware engineer at a Swedish company that designs and sells 

assistive technology for the visually impaired. P is married and 

recently had his first child. 

T originally worked as an audio engineer for Swedish Radio 

until about 2000, when he started working as a technology 

teacher. Today T still enjoys teaching about technology but also 

works as an Internet Technologist for a local company.
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L is in her 40’s and is married to T. L enjoys listening to audio 

books and also cooking. 

During a group interview, I learned many interesting facts and 

gained some insights. For example, when asked how everyone 

got to work every day, P recounted what he described as a 

“funny story.” 

P regularly walks his daughter from his new home to day school 

and then to work, the trip is about 2.5 kilometres. P explained 

that sometimes his daughter doesn’t want to walk so he has to 

carry her. He said it is a bit difficult to use his cane and carry 

her but he manages. 

One day while P was walking his daughter to school, he 

received a call from someone at work and got disoriented and 

turned the wrong way. His daughter got really upset. She was 

not happy. Then he described encountering a woman who 

stopped him and said: ‚“excuse me but, I am used to seeing 

you walk your daughter to work every day to school but today 

you are going in the wrong direction.” P said his daughter was 

much happier once they got turned in the right direction. 
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Problem Analysis 
How do the blind perceive space? Do blind users have any 

sense of how information is arranged on a web page?

In the physical world, the blind typically use a cane to 

help them maneuver around spaces. A cane is an assistive 

device that help can a blind user get a mental model of their 

surroundings, especially obstacles. 

In the realm of the computer blind users traditionally don’t use 

a mouse. Without any feedback the two dimensional space of 

a screen is too large to physically explore without getting lost. 

As the story above illustrates, it is very easy to get distracted 

and disoriented. Screen readers are designed to work with the 

keyboard. Two of my test users also use a braille display. 

A braille display usually consists of between forty and eighty 

dynamic cells. Each cell is composed of 6 pins which can be 

arranged to display a braille character or symbol. In addition 

2 pins are reserved for the active cursor. These two pins 

continuously toggle on and off to indicate where the cursor is 

currently located. Above each cell there is a button. Pressing 
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any one of the buttons will reposition the active cursor the 

desired cell. In this way, if the user misspells a word, he or she 

can easily discover the mistake and navigate to the error for 

correction. 

As previously stated, user P is a hardware and software 

engineer. While visiting a website I asked him if he had any 

sense of how the information was physically organized: left, 

right, top, and bottom. 

With some effort P could describe the layout but mapping 

out the two dimensional space of the screen was both time 

consuming and meaningless. What was a priority was for 

him to be able to arrive at the information as fast as possible. 

Physical orientation had no significance. P explained that 

he relies heavily on navigating a web page by typographic 

headings, <H1> though <H6>.

Unless you have tried out a screen reader, it is difficult to 

describe the experience. It is very audio intensive. For this 

research project, I recorded video demonstrating how it works. 
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3-dimensionella objekt, aktuell historisk 
orientering, idéhistoria och ismer. 
Studiebesök på utställningar. Reklam: 
Idéarbete, kampanjer, annonser, broschyrer, 
text och bild. Olika media och reklamfilm. 
Branschkännedom. Aktuell orientering. 
Aktiv kontakt med olika branscher inom 
grafisk formgivning och design, bokförlag, 
annonsbyråer, designbyråer och tidningar. 
Du får kontinuerligt visa din portfolio för 
branschfolk. 

www.forsbergsskola.se 

Advertising copy as an undifferentiated 
mass of type (first on right). The same 
text broken up into a pattern by the use 
of white spaces, which can likewise be 
used together, enhance not only the 
legibility but also the form.

These clasic examples by Emil Ruder  

demonstrate how Typographic headings help to 

provide the user with chunks of information. 
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All screen readers have controls to adjust the rate and pitch 

of spoken text. User L explained that she feels a little self 

conscious around others because the speech interferes with her 

privacy. 

When asked if one could use headphones a different user 

explained that headphones were undesirable because they 

would interfere with their ability to perceive ambient signals 

from their physical environment, like the doorbell ringing or a 

telephone call. 

In terms of user experience, screen readers are excellent 

at providing detail but this is also their downfall. Almost 

immediately the user is overwhelmed. This over stimulation 

makes it difficult for the user to make any sense of context and 

or information hierarchy.

As Jacob Nielson described in his report, Beyond Alt Text, 

“People seemed to suffer from ‚‘ear strain’, like ‘eyestrain’. 

Many, at some point in the session, leaned way in toward the 

computer (or synthesizer), as if they were straining to hear, or 

focusing their concentration”. (Nielson, 2010)
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As Nicholas Carr explains: “Experiments indicate that as we 

reach the limits of our working memory, it becomes harder to 

distinguish relevant information from irrelevant information, 

signal from noise.” (Carr, 2011).

Another insight I learned was that blind users that could read 

braille had a special advantage because if they got tired of the 

audio they could switched to braille. 

Speaking on behalf of sighted users, I navigate every web 

page with vision alone. What if sighted users could use more 

than one senses to navigate a web page? What might this 

experience be like?

As described earlier, sighted users normally rely on visual 

clues to distinguish one piece of information from the next. For 

example, global navigation links are often clustered together 

and headlines are differentiated by typographic scale and or 

color.

If we remove the visual design from a web page what’s left? 

Web pages have two embedded hierarchies. The sequence 

of order and typography. The scale of type is almost always 

 “ When I get 
tired with  
the audio  
I can switch 
to brail” 
User Interview, February 2013.
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“ I want to take the mouse and explore the screen  

but that is not the way the screen reader works...” 

 

User Interview, February 2013.
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an indication of hierarchy. The larger the size the higher the 

ranking. HTML includes a basic set of typographic controls, 

these are the <H1> through <H6> tags.

All screen readers include features to navigate by headings, 

links and other designations but often they are too complicated 

for basic users. The former eye doctor I interviewed from the 

United States complained that even though she took a classes 

on how to properly use a screen reader today, she still finds it 

too difficult to use. She was easily frustrated.

My most frustrated user L, was partially sighted until she was a 

teenager. L explained that she wanted to use a mouse to explore 

the screen in the same way she used to explore books but she 

complained, that her screen reader wasn’t designed to work 

with a mouse.

Many people I talked with spoke with enthusiasm of the iPhone 

which incorporates many of the features of a screen reader plus 

a powerful voice interface. Test user P has an iPhone and has 

also developed at least one App especially for vision impaired 

users. 
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The concept of a voice interface is extremely attractive because 

it requires no physical space.

In my opinion, based on today technology any touch surface 

bigger than a smart phone is too large for the everyday blind 

user to effectively navigate web pages.     

Despite Apple Computer’s claim that the  iPad is ‚“the world’s 

first gesture-based screen reader” for several reasons, I found 

the user experience problematic.

It should be noted that the iPad does offer users with a new 

interaction paradigm: two dimensional touch exploration.

As Apple’s websites explains: “Instead of memorizing key 

commands or repeatedly pressing arrow keys to find out 

what your looking for, just touch the screen to hear an item’s 

description”. Another quote from Apple’s iPad Accessibility 

documentation states: ‚“as you drag your finger around the 

screen, you learn what’s nearby, providing an unprecedented 

sense of relationship and context.”
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What am I pointing at? What is the relationship  

of the information to the left, right, top or bottom  

of where my finger is placed on the screen. 
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One problem with the iPad an internet browsing is that web 

pages tend to be very densely packed with information. Within 

a touch radius, 5 physical millimeters or 20 pixels or a user can 

alternately select an advertisement banner or a news headline 

with two very different  outcomes. Based on this example, the 

cognitive task for a user to physically map out the entire iPad 

screen would be exhausting.

What am I pointing at? What is the relationship of the 

information to the left or right top bottom of where my finger is 

placed on the screen. 

HTML & THE FUTURE OF THE INTERNET

What is the future of the internet? How will our relationship 

with this medium change in the next five to ten years? How will 

this impact the user experience?

According to Tim Berners-Lee and others, the next evolution of 

the HTML will likely be about the increasing development of 

web semantics and ontology.

Wikipedia claims that the concept of the semantic network 

model actually dates back to the early sixties and was 



  photo credit: http://internet-m
ap.net
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Marshall Mcluhan 

Jón Gnarr

Bill McKibben

Too Much Information Podcast

Tabs and Goal / Association

Goal / Association Browsing History

While listening to a podcast “Toomuch Information” by Benjamin Walker, I heard 
a interview with Bill Mckibben. Looking at my link association history I could also 
see that that I also discovered interesting links about Marshal Mcluhan and Jón 
Gnarr.

Whenever you open a browser tab you assign a purpose or goal for what 
you want to accomplish. A link association would automatically be 
gennerated, liking the page to how you got here. 

purpose / goal ____________________
association Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

______________________
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While listening to a podcast 

“Toomuch Information” by 

Benjamin Walker, I heard a 

interview with Bill Mckibben. 

Looking at my link association 

history I could also see 

that that I also discovered 

interesting links about Marshal 

Mcluhan and Jón Gnarr.

Ontology Triplet
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developed by cognitive scientist Allan M. Collins, linguist M. 

Ross Quillian and psychologist Elizabeth F. Loftus.

“Because traditional HTML markup tags do not describe 

what the information means. Semantics promise to extend 

the network of hyper linked human-readable web pages by 

inserting machine-readable metadata enabling automated 

agents to access the Web more intelligently and perform tasks 

on behalf of users.” (Wikipedia, 2010)

Web semantics provide contextual descriptions of information, 

these include Microformats. 

Microformats are an emerging standard of HTML encoding 

for among other things, calendar events, contact information 

and  geographic coordinates. Microformats are an example 

of semantic HTML. The advantage of everyone encoding 

information with semantics is that it can be shared more easily. 

In 2010 the W3C introduced several semantics tags into the 

HTML specification. These included: <nav> for navigation 

<article> for article <section> <header> <aside> and <footer>. 

Semantic tags will function much in the same way as existing 

WAI-ARIA tags work. And here is the most important fact: 
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semantic tags help all stakeholders and this is why they will 

eventually become successful. 

Whereas <aria> tags provide a range of specific controls for 

assistive technologies, many developers don’t know about them 

because they are only required for special circumstances.  

Today we use Google to perform a lot of specific searches for 

example, “grass huts” or “glass houses”, with Ontologies we 

could have a deeper experience of how knowledge is connected 

across our searches.  In the preceding example, with Ontology 

we could readily understand how other unknown searches 

are related. From Thatched roofs in Great Britain or Japan 

to Polynesia.  Much like the new Graph Search feature on 

Facebook, we will be able to understand how one concept or 

person overlaps with another.  

These new interactions will develop from new levels of encoded 

information. Beyond the realm of encoded information there 

are many new technologies that will revolutionize physical 

interaction.  
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Tactus’s new tactile technology
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There are two very exciting tactile technologies that promise to 

change the way we interact with touch screens. One is currently 

under development by Senseg and the other by Tactus.

A quote from Senseg’s web site explains “Senseg turns touch 

screens into Feel Screens. With Senseg touch screens come 

alive with textures and edges that users can feel.” 

The Tactus website describes ‚“real, physical buttons that rise 

up from the surface on demand, and then recede back into the 

screen, leaving a perfectly flat, transparent surface when gone.”

Conclusion of Analysis
The consensus from my interviews was that the web is still 

extremely difficult to access. One user explained that unlike 

a physical store, where she would need assistance finding 

products, the web offered the potential for her to browse and 

compare products in a new way but unfortunately most web 

sites were not easy for her to use.

For example, when asked about the accessibility of newspapers, 

most users generally avoided them because they were too 

confusing to actually navigate. 

 
“ In ten years  
we haven’t 
come any  
further  
[technologi-
cally]  
and that is  
a real  
disappoint-
ment…” 
User Interview, February 2013.



  photo credit: http://stjam
esgettysburg.files.w

ordpress.com
/2013/03/reading-new

spaper2.jpgpublished in 1974 
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“ We don’t dare visit them [newspaper web sites] they are way 

too confusing…” 

 

User Interview, February 2013.
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It is hard for me to imagine a world without having access to a 

newspaper. This obstacle became one of the unspoken goals of 

my project. How could we design a better user experience for 

browsing a newspaper on-line?

One of the main problems of designing a solution for this user 

experience is that there are so many stakeholders influencing 

the experience. There are browser vendors, screen reader 

vendors, developers and users. At the moment the World Wide 

Web Consortium or W3C develops these standards. 

It is an extremely difficult job to develop standards especially 

because the web is literally exploding with new technologies 

every day. So it is difficult to keep up let alone make sense of it, 

especially for users with special needs.

Although I think web semantics are the future I disagree about 

how the W3C has proposed to implement them as a standard. 

In my opinion the W3C recommendations are too technical 

and not user friendly. 

The current approach by the W3C seems to draw on the 

semantic schema used in publishing predating the internet like 

“DocBook” and newspaper semantics.

“ We don’t dare 
visit them  
[newsites] they 
are way  
too confusing…” 
 
User Interview, February 2013.



<banner> a headline in large type running across the entire width of the page

<box-out> a small part of the page, shaded in a different colour

<feature> not a news item but a human-interest story

<headline> title for a story

<kicker> a story designed to stand out, usually with a second typeface

<lead> the first sentence of a news story

<lead-in> a secondary headline

<secondary lead> usually just a photo and headline to draw reader inside the page

<sidebar> a short news story that relates to the main story

<standfirst> an introductory paragraph before the start of a feature

<strapline> introductory headline below the headline

<whitespace> negative space used to create visual emphasis  
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The current W3C semantic implimentation resembles that 

found in publishing. Here is a list of semantic areas of a news-

paper. None of these semantic areas are useful for the average 

website visitor.
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The current inclusion of semantic tags like: <nav> for 

navigation <article> for article <section> <header> <aside> and 

<footer> are way too context specific. For example, of the five 

semantic tags introduced only one could be adopted to work 

on an e-commerce website.  All of them are so broad that at the 

current rate it might take a decade before users could expect 

any measurable improvement in the user experience. 

In my opinion the W3C should drop the technical approach 

and let web designers come-up with their own semantic 

groupings which are relevant to the context of what ever project 

they are creating.

Every web developer users <Div> “division” tags to dive the 

content area into information chunks. These information 

chunks are in fact, the essence of web semantics. 

For example, if the designer is building an e-commerce website 

semantic grouping might include: “sandles”, or “boots”, or 

“men’s shoes”.  

Once more by making the standards open would thus allow 

for the crowd sourcing power of the internet to push along the 
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evolution of this underdeveloped aspect of the web.

Finally, there are also many solutions to this problem that go 

beyond the scope of human to desktop computer interaction. 

For example this year Doctors in the united states began using 

Biomechanics to restore vision to some patients (NY Times, 

2013). 

Imagine if we could use more than our primary sense (vision or 

auditory) to gain clues about the contents of a web page. 

Imagine how an experienced cook can pick apart the 

ingredients of a recipe using their sense of taste. How could we 

give users, both normally sighted and the blind, the controls 

they need to be able to browse a newspaper with less cognitive 

strain?

Design Attributes
Based on my research, a new user experience for the blind 

would include new aspects of both physical and encoded 

interaction thus reducing the cognitive load on the user. 

As Psychologist and Computer science PHD, Heiko Haller 
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 Some examples of exisitng projects that seemed 

both interesting and relevant for this project. 

Readability, Instapaper and also a project called 

“The Daily Stack” by Anders Højmose.
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explains: “Cognitive overhead is the part of the user’s cognitive 

load that is not directly related to the intended action, but 

rather to dealing with side issues, distractions or the software 

as such.” (Haller, 2011). 

The screen reader user experience is heavy on audio cognition. 

Information hierarchy and context are also key aspects which 

need to be addressed. Ideally the user should be able to adjust 

the information level to cater to their needs. 

Inspiration & Prototypes
In terms of inspiration there were several concepts which 

inspired my prototypes. I liked both of the Apps Instapaper 

and Readability. Both of these apps augment the browsing 

experience by reducing user distractions. As Readability’s 

website explains: “transforms any article… into a calm, humane, 

readable experience.”  

I also liked the project “The Daily Stack” by interaction 

designer Anders Højmose. “The Daily Stack” transforms a 

cognitive mental task into a physical one.
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I developed many concepts for prototypes however only four 

are included here. The rest can be found in the appendices. The 

concepts presented here reference my “User Needs Framework” 

found along with a “Time Line for Feasibility.”
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User Needs Framework

physical interaction

encoded interaction

audio / speech 

audio / speech tactile semantics

tactile semantics

fine detail coarse overviewhierarchy



physical interaction

encoded interaction

audio / speech 

audio / speech tactile semantics

tactile semantics

fine detail coarse overviewhierarchy
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1

4

3
tactile semantics

the circumnavigater

hierarchical beads 

temporal audio interface

Prototype Framework

2
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years1 54
1 3

2

tactile semantics

linear hierarchy  

temporal audio interface

the circumnavigater

Time Line for Feasibility
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The Tactile Temporal Audio concept is designed to help 

users navigate through the temporal time of spoken audio. 

Using the dynamic braille display markers are distributed 

across the braille cells to reference hierarchical organization. 

Just as today’s users can navigate via typographic headline 

structures <h1> through <h6> Temporal Audio would give 

users a physical interface to the same user interaction. The 

advantage of the physical interaction is that the user has at 

once a tactile overview of the entire structure which is less 

cognitively burdensome.  

Unfortunately due to technical obstacles I was not able to 

realize a fully functional prototype in time for user testing.    

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Temporal 
Audio
KEY CONCEPTS 

  physical        hierarchical  

  encoded        audio  
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If we remove most of the visual style from a web page, what 

is left? Why does a web page even have to be confined to a 

computer. 

This concept presents a webpage in it’s most basic form. Users 

can at once take in the hierarchical structure of the encoded 

information. Selecting any beed on the string and squeezing it 

between the fingers would activate spoken audio. Users could 

also easily bookmark their location to pick-up where they left 

off. 

This concept is based on the idea that a string of beads could 

be generated by inexpensive 3D printing at home. The beads 

could include simple electronics and provide users with 

spoken text, like a screen reader. The concept would encourage 

encoders to use the native hierarchical structures <H1> through 

<H6>.  

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Linear  
Hierarchy
KEY CONCEPTS 

  physical        hierarchy  

  audio  
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The Circumnavigator uses javascript to manipulate the 

native HTML document giving users a physical interface 

to shape the content of the page. Specifically users can dial 

down the visual complexity of a web page and get a quick 

overview of the information content. 

This concept was envisioned for both blind users and the 

normally sighted. A physical dial minimizes all visual 

information and at the same time searches through the 

document for the highest typographical headings <H1> and 

presents them as a list in the opaque pink window at the top 

of the screen. This overview box is the positioned such (in 

the HTML) so that it is the first thing that the screen reader 

software encounters on the web page. By turning a physical 

dial, users can get a quick overview of the what is presented to 

them. 

This prototype also incorporates the concept of a speech 

interface. After each headline is spoken, the screen reader says 

“press or say...” followed by a number. The idea is that the user 

could interact with a webpage via a microphone, much like the 

way “Siri” works on the current iPhone.      

 

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Circum-
navigator
KEY CONCEPTS 

  speach        physical  

  encoded          hierarchy  
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This concept references the work of Susan Lederman and 

Tactile Pattern Perception (Lederman, 1982) and envisions 

some of the newest technology available on the market. 

Senseg and Tactus have demonstrated new technology that 

offers a electromagnetic tactile layer that can be overlaid onto 

any touch screen surface.

Based on this technology, users can navigate semantic regions 

of a webpage via tactile icons. Whereby different textures 

represent different informational clusters.

In this prototype users can pass their fingers over the surface 

of a touch screen to determine the physical location of specific 

kinds of information. A double tap of the finger tip would 

activate the region revealing any sub semantic groupings. The 

sub groupings could then be explored in the same way as the 

parent semantic organization. A three finger tap would return 

the user to the parent hierarchy.

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Tactile  
Semantics
KEY CONCEPTS 

  physical         encoded  

  semantics  
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interaction workshop
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interaction workshop
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Workshop, User Testing  
& Ideation
INTERACTION WORKSHOP

I ran a workshop with six interaction designers. One exciting 

aspects of this project was exploring the senses we often 

take for granted. As I explained in the introduction, one of 

the inspirations for this project came from interviewing a 

physiotherapist about assistive technology for paraplegics. 

Suppressing one of our primary senses opens up new 

experiences. New experiences can be fun but are often 

frustrating. As Alan Cooper states: “Nobody wants to remain 

a beginner. It is merely a rite of passage everyone must 

experience.” (Cooper, 2007)

The purpose of my workshop was to take the concepts I 

develop and use the expertise of experienced interaction 

designers to ideate and envision scenarios for how these 

prototypes could augment the user experience of browsing on 

the Internet. 

As a warm-up exercise I had my participants assemble into 

groups of three. I asked each group to elect a preliminary 
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interaction workshop
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spokesperson. Next I asked the each group’s spokesperson to 

blindfold the other two participants. The task I explained was 

to guide the two blindfolded users to build as tall a structure as 

possible with the wooden blocks that were supplied. The two 

blindfolded users could touch hands but the spokesperson / 

moderator was forbidden and had to communicate by speech 

alone.

All teams would compete against one another. There would 

be three rounds, so each participant could take on the role as 

moderator. The winning group would be based on the best of 

these three competitions. 

The challenge for the blindfolded participants was to 

collaboratively build something in three-dimensional space 

without actually seeing what they were doing. 

Several of the users described the frustrating cognitive 

experience of constantly trying to navigating the three 

dimensional shape of the collaborative structure they were 

building. The description of this experience seems reminded 

me about user’s P’s story about walking his daughter to school. 

It is difficult for any user to multitask. As both examples 

illustrate, some cognitive tasks are reasonably speaking, 
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Workshop participants suggested that specifically  

designed gestures might help to keep the user oriented. 
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unmanageable.

After the warm up exercise I presented my four prototypes 

and asked each group to select one and take twenty minutes 

to discuss the prototype amongst themselves and describe a 

user scenario of how it might be used. I also encouraged them 

to note any new ideas and then present them before the all 

workshop participants. 

One group talked about the tactile properties, they wondered 

if there was such a thing as “Tactile Branding”? There was also 

a discussion about shapes and temperature. Maybe Linear 

Hierarchy could be augmented with hot and cold sensations, or 

haptic vibrations. 

Another insight concerned the length of the string of beads 

in the Linear Hierarchy concept. Even a screen has limited 

viewing area. So the thought by the group was that the length 

of the beads should be restricted. Scale was important. 

Together we described properties of how a physical interface 

for this scenario might work. Some of us also talked about Web 

browser Firefox’s capability to display the HTML document 

object model with 3D topology (for more information on this 
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subject Google: Firefox 3D DOM). 

Another interaction designer discussed the ergonomics of 

screen interactions. She described why a gathering motion 

(towards the body) is more natural than a perpendicular swipe 

motion. A perpendicular swipe motion works against the body’s 

natural aspect of physical movement.

Maybe Tactile Semantics could be responsive relative to 

degrees of user force. For example, maybe users would have the 

press harder to dig deeper into Semantic layers.

Unfortunately we did not have enough time for each group to 

explore each prototype. Even though neither group had time 

to work with the Circumnavigator concept one interaction 

designer described augmenting the controller to have multiple 

levels, like an equalizer. Each channel would control a different 

aspect of the DOM. So a user could enlarge headlines and at 

the same time reduce the size of other text areas.
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“ like eye on my fingertips… ” 

 

User Testing Tactile Semantics, February 2013.
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User Testing
I tested the same four prototypes with three users in the 

environment of their home and office. By far the most 

enthusiasm came for the Circumnavigator concept. I think in 

part because it could be experienced in real time. 

Some of the other concepts seemed more difficult for my users 

to understand. Linear Hierarchy was the least obvious for most 

users. Everyone had trouble grasping a concept beyond the 

desktop or tablet paradigm. 

Unfortunately due to technical problems, I was not able to 

realize a working prototype for my Temporal Audio concept but 

I still presented it although it was not interactive.

Without any tangible user interaction two of my users had 

trouble grasping the concept. My third user liked the idea a lot. 

He rightly described the concept as an audio “overview mode” 

and explained that he had actually come-up with a similar 

concept on his own to help a client interface with audio files, a 

Braille display and the software program Sound Forge. 
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In the foreground is a Daisy audio book reader, it looks like 

a remote control. DAISY stands for Digital Audio-based 

Information System. The Project was developed in Sweden  

in a early 90’s.
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The Temporal Audio concept was inspired by Daisy project. 

DAISY stands for Digital Audio-based Information System. 

The Project was developed in Sweden in the early 90’s. As 

envisioned the project sought to overcome many of the 

shortcomings of speaking books. The list below summarizes 

some of the Daisy objectives listed on their website: http:// 

http://www.daisy.org/

1.  Ability to skim the text, phrase by phrase or section  

by section, where section is a collection of phrases.

2.  Ability to search for different parts in the text-based  

table of contents.

3. Ability to search for specific pages in the talking book.

4. Ability to place and search for bookmarks in the book.

5. Ability to underline and make notes in the talking book.

Not long after it creation, the DAISY project gained 

international interest. 

Today DAISY is an international consortium with a variety of 

devices available on the market ranging from Apps for Adroid 

and iPhone to readers of CD/DVDs. 
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Recently, Audible.com and Kindle released Whispersync.  

Whispersync is a simplified version of the DAISY concept.
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FINAL CONCEPT
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INTRODUCTION

In the end based on my workshop and user testing 

and I decided to develop another concept based on the 

Circumnavigator. 

As previously explained, the Circumnavigator concept relies 

on the use of the HTML heading tags <H1> through <H6>. Test 

user P pointed out that often HTML developers don’t use them 

choosing instead to develop their own typographic system with 

custom CSS classes. 

The disadvantage of custom CSS classes is that they are 

invisible to assistive technologies like screen readers and 

Braille displays. We agreed it might be possible to use 

JavaScript and compare text attributes, so as to determine 

which headings were larger than others but this is a less than 

elegant solution. The elegant solution relies on developers 

using the native HTML typographic controls. 

The circumnavigator prototype I built also included the latest 

HTML semantic tags. Navigating with a keyboard we could 

identify them. Using java script I was able to communicate 

directly to the screen reader via <ARIA> “live region” attributes. 

As described earlier, <ARIA> tags are specifically designed for 

assistive technologies.
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The semantic scroller interaction prototype  

includes a potentiometer and two buttons
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Using the <ARIA> attribute “labeled by” enables developers to 

encode meta descriptions. These meta descriptions are in the 

truest sense, Semantics.

During the course of my user testing P and I came-up with 

another idea, this new concept is a combination of the tactile 

semantics and circumnavigator, it could be described as a 

Semantic Scroller.

The Semantic Scroller is a concept that could be implemented 

today but actually presupposes the adoption of some new 

HTML specifications. In this sense this prototype could be said 

to have one foot in the present and another into the future. It 

also depends on HTML developers using web standards, which 

unfortunately isn’t always the case.

KEY FEATURES

1. Unlike existing semantic tags like <nav> and <article> which 

are too context specific. This concept would relies on a broader 

application of semantics, specifically it envisions that semantic 

tags would include a title attribute. e.g. <semantic title=' '></

semantic> thereby enabling interaction designers and HTML 

encoders to design for hierarchy and context.



2

1
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The concept of the semantic scroller is to enable  

users to browse by information cluseters.
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As my prototype demonstrates, semantic tags offer the 

possibility to create a user experience, which is, focused 

information context. This would enable users to get an 

overview of a webpage before diving deeper into any one 

contextual (semantic) area. For the vision impaired user. This 

would offer a substantially improved user experience. And the 

good news too is that semantics will also make web pages more 

easily accessible by search engines, browsers, and other tools.

2. Tactile Semantics introduces a new physical aspect to the 

blind Internet browsing scenario. A hand/finger-manipulated 

scroller has many advantages, over keyboard navigation. A 

tactile controller gives the user a physical overview of the 

entire webpage enabling the user to quickly navigate to the 

beginning, middle and end. In addition, the user can adjust the 

rate of the information flow, enabling them to browse quickly or 

slowly depending on their needs.

Giving the user the ability to speed up and slow down is akin 

to  a visual designer designing with white space. White space 

lowers the level of visual cognition.  

3. Tactile Semantics uses JavaScript to interact with live web 

pages. The script builds a dynamic hierarchical table relative to 
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how the semantics are encoded and maps them to the physical 

space of the controller. 

4. The concept includes two buttons: one to select a semantic 

area and another button to return to the parent hierarchy.

5. My prototype also includes audio icons, which signal to the 

user before a semantic area is announced. Also I designed two 

sounds each mapped to of the two buttons. All of the sounds 

were designed to be minimal. Eventually as the user gets used 

to the controller they would reinforce and strengthen the user 

experience.  

Finally it should be said that the concept of the Semantic 

Scroller could be extended to many different interaction 

paradigms including a slider, a swipe or, even a physical 

gesture. 

For my final interactive prototype, I took a sample news home 

page and encoded it with logical semantic groupings. For 

example, “International”, “National”, “Opinion”, “Sports”. None 

of these Semantic groupings are supported by the current W3C 

recommendations but fulfill the same purpose: “by inserting 

machine-readable metadata enabling automated agents to 
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Global Navigation

International news

National News

Opinion

Sunday Magazine

Travel

Classified Ads

News from AP

Section Highlights

World

Business Day

Opinion 

U.S. 

Technology

Arts

Politics

Sports

Movies

NY Region

Obituaries

Theater

Science 

Health

Education

Real Estate

1

2

3

India, Long 
the Home of 
Outsourcing, Now 
Wants to Make Its 
Own Chips

DealBook: Dish 
Offers to Buy Sprint, 
Joining Phone to  
TV Service

Intel Tries to Secure 
Its Footing Beyond 

Smartphones, tablets 
and computers 
all pull data from 
the Internet, but 
people still pay 
two different bills: 
the high-speed 
connection they 
get at home and the 
wireless connection 
they get outside. 
Dish Network, the 
pay-TV operator, 
wants to bridge that 
gap.

Dish Network said 
on Monday that it 
had submitted a 
$25.5 billion bid 
for Sprint Nextel, 
the nation’s third-
largest wireless 
carrier after Verizon 
Wireless and AT&T. 
It says that a merger 
between the two 
companies could roll 
television, high-

speed Internet and 
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User Scenario
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access the Web more intelligently and perform tasks on behalf 

of users.”(Wikipedia, 2012) 

The Semantic Scroller is a solution for today however, in order 

to built my prototype I had to rely less on current semantic tags 

and more on <ARIA> “live region” attributes, which enabled me 

to communicate directly to the screen reader.
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REFLECTIONS
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One of the important lessons of this project was learning 

first hand about the importance of employing native HTML 

methods in designing solutions. As one of my users said during 

an interview, “Since the web is free, you are free to do things as 

bad as you want”.

Web standards are important. My proposal for new HTML 

specifications are only suggestions however as such I believe 

they demonstrate how useful semantics could be in designing a 

better user experience for the blind.

I would have enjoyed exploring the aesthetics and form 

language of the Semantic Scroller but his was not part of the 

envisioned scope however, I did at least attempt to scratch the 

surface. 

At the suggestion of my tutor Lars Johansson I sketched 

different three-dimensional forms and interviewed my 

colleagues about ergonomics. 

Also, as I described above, this scrolling interaction could be 

mapped to many different kinds of user interaction, but these 

too were beyond the scope of time allotted for this project.

I think part of the answer lies in my own aesthetic biases, in 



form studies for the semantic scroller
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the Semantic Scroller concept is adaptable to many different types of user 

interaction. Pictures here a touch sensitive strip (left) and rotary dial (right). 
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Semantic Scroller as a linear slider
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Semantic Scroller as a rolery scroll
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that I am more drawn to the aesthetic of the a scroller than to a 

slider but as user P pointed out, a slider gives the user a spatial 

overview of the top and bottom but also the length. 

Finally, in my opinion the Temporal Audio was also a very 

strong concept, which I believe if worth investigating more. 

The objectives of the Swedish DAISY project were very similar 

to my own.

 
“ Insight is not  
a light bulb 
that goes off  
inside our 
heads. It is 
a flickering 
candle that 
can easily be 
snuffed out.” 
 
Malcome Gladwell
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Meeting Transcription
DATE 

October 23rd, 2012 

DURATION  

1 hour 20 minutes

QUESTION: Please describe your vision impairment? How long have 
you had this disability? Please list some of the kinds of accessibility 
devices do you currently use?

T’s wife might be interested in participating. She is quite frustrated 
with her computer.

P is working full time. Just moved into a new house and has a small 
child between the ages of one and two. P has worked for Polar print 
for 12 years and is quite familiar with most of the products on the 
market.

Polar and Index Brail were originally one company. It started in 1982 
but it split in 1988 or 89. Papenmeier builds brail displays.

K 59 living in Umeå working at the county council. Working with 
political stuff. Beaurocrat. She works all day with a computer. In the 
evening she doesn’t use a computer.

 
Partially sighted. About 10% of full sight. Condition has been since 
birth. She uses a screen magnification program with inverted colors. 
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She did learn braille but she doesn’t really have a need to use it. She 
does not use large print books she uses her glasses.

K travels sometimes to Stockholm for her work.

T is K’s sister both of are Albino. 

For most of his life T has worked as a sound engineer mostly for 
Swedish Radio. In 2000 he quit his job and traveled around and 
worked as a teacher. At one time P was T’s boss (they worked 
together) but today (12:01) his wife is the boss. :) Today, T is working 
as an IT expert for an organization archiving and digitizing analog 
sounds from tape. He was hoping to get back to working as a sound 
engineer but his role is mostly as an IT specialist.

T wants to be a teacher. He will be teaching a class on Powerpoint 
(in 14 days). After the year 2000 T traveled a bit around teaching the 
visually impaired how to use sound programs. 

Teaching is the most fun for him. Often he volunteers. T was a 
teacher for programs including: sound forge (Windows). Protools 
(Recording studios) and some other programs (14:50). Lately T has 
been focused on programs for Linux (audacity/photo gimp). 

The material T works with today are mostly private interviews. T 
helps people process sound. Using filters to remove background noise 
and such.

P 40 years old. Visual impairment since he was a child. He thinks that 
maybe it is getting worse. He was a brail user as a child. As a child he 
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used a CC TV to help enlarge materials (books).

A CCTV (closed-circuit television) uses a video camera to project 
a magnified image onto a TV screen. For individuals with visual 
impairments a CCTV can help you accomplish a lot of daily tasks, 
such as reading, writing, viewing photos, working crossword puzzles 
or sewing.

But it was too difficult, He needed really big letters about 10 
centimeters hight, in order for him to read them. Eventually he 
studied computer science here in Umeå. In 1999 he got employed at 
Polar Print and worked with T for about two years.

P has been using computer since 1988 when he got Commodore PC 
1020. He got a Swedish voice unit and did some programming in 
basic. 

P uses a computer with s screen reader called Jaws. Also brail. 
Currently he writes scripts for Jaws to interface with other desktop 
programs. Right now he is working on a Journal system for a girl 
in Helsingborg. He is doing some scripting to get speech and brail 
working together. So the system needs to track the screen and do 
some other things.

(25:00) End of introductions. Conversation moves to other 
subjects. 

T was in Stockholm recently for a Tanzanian albino meeting. 

In 1981 T was in the US visiting radio stations. 
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[iPhone speaking] Patric’s iPhone battery is low (bellow 20%).

K complains that the computer at her work is being upgraded to 
Windows 7 but it is not compatible with her system (program). 

K wonders, “Can I goto work today?” “Will it be ok with my 
computer?” 

Beurocracy is a problem in Sweden. Who’s financial responsibility is 
it? Who will pay for the upgrade? At lease we have systems (says P). 
In the US you pay out of your own pocket. It’s called the “bind tax” 
(says T).

The name of the program K is using on her computer is called Lunar 
(magnification program). T thinks he was the last one to install it 
on her system 8 years ago! K seems to think she is using version 
4.something.  P says the software is now on version 14! K complains 
that it is very slow. P wonders how it works at all!

Lunar has been replaced by ZoomText. Also available is Winzoom.

Here is a description describing some of important features: 
Winzoom makes sure you never miss any important messages, 
warnings, or random information you may need to know. While you 
are zoomed into a portion of the original screen Winzoom ensures 
you don’t miss a thing. 

If you’ve ever struggled to find your mouse on the screen then you’ll 
love Winzoom’s ability to customize your mouse color and size. Pick 
the easiest color for you to spot and the size you need and put an end 
to location frustration. In addition to mouse enhancement you can 
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use the Winzoom locater feature to help find your spot even easier. 
You can choose between a cross hair or circle to keep you on track.

You don’t have to worry about typing beyond the viewable screen 
anymore. Winzoom comes with auto tracking to keep whatever you 
produce in view at all times.

Zoom scroll bars let you know what part of the screen you are viewing 
no matter how large you magnify. Knowing your place makes you 
more efficient and makes it easier to navigate your screen.

To learn more about this program and other software for visually 
impaired go here: http://www.synapsestore.com/shop/categories/
Low-Vision-Software/

P ask about the Förshekningscasa? K complains that she wants her 
employer to pay for the cost. She feels it is there responsibility. If she 
can’t have it at work, then she can’t work! Well, you will always have 
the wages! (says T). P says they should call his office in inquire about 
the cost of upgrading.

T says that this is a real problem. He said that he encountered this a 
lot while he was traveling around the country. No one wants to take 
responsibility for the cost. This is very frustrating for people with 
disabilities.

(34:00)

P explains that there are a number of systems: Landstingen (at home) 
Unemployment and other subsidies. 
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K was researching the American ADA act. In 1997 she traveled to the 
US to research this topic.

I talked about the visibility of disabled people here in Sweden and 
quality of life issues. 

K talked about a law enacted in 1994 that enabled people to have 
assistance so that they could function in their daily lives. The 
difficulty is deciding who is entitled to these services. It is a grey zone 

(39:09)

QUESTION: Needs / At home? What tools couldn’t you live without? 
Lifestyle?
Communication?  Problem Areas?
 
For me: Language. Letters from Migration office. Skype. G-chat. Etc. I 
asked them what they could not live without.

T It would be Lota (his wife). 
K I don’t know. 
T My sight is worse so now, Lotta now has to lead me. It used to be 
the other way around.

P I use my computer at home for e-mail. I use my iPhone for calling 
family and friends. I used to make things out of wood with my own 
hands (47:30). He has a jigsaw??

QUESTION: Magazine subscriptions? 

P Do it your-self articles on the internet.
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K I don’t like any aids. I don’t like SMS. I never read them. I have a 
answering machine. Also on my mobile 133 but hardly ever written 
communication (50:00). She prefers to speak. I don’t want to have very 
many different systems. If you want to reach me you must phone me. 

She doesn’t like facebook either. She prefers telephone. She calls her 
family all of the time. I am really bad about coping with new systems. 
I don’t want it.

T has begun to use SMS but only now with his Android phone which 
enables him to enlarge the text size so he can read it. T almost got an 
iPhone but he decided he liked the Samsung Galaxy because it has a 
larger screen. 

QUESTION: Needs / In-between?

Problem Areas: Often in between work/school and home I forget what 
my priorities are. When I get home, often the first thing I want to do is 
take a nap.
 
P Walks. He goes by himself. 2.5 K to work from home. From his new 
home he walks his daughter to day school. Sometimes she doesn’t 
want to walk so I have to carry her. It is a bit hard to use my cane and 
to carry her but I manage. 

(56:00) One day while P was walking his daughter to work he received 
a call from someone at work and got disoriented and turned the 
wrong way. My daughter got really upset. She was not very happy. 
Then he described encountering a woman who stopped P and said: 
“excuse me but I am used to seeing you walk your daughter to work 
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every day to school but today you are  going in the wrong direction!” 
P said his daughter was much happier once they got turned in the 
right direction. 

T  I take a taxi service from the community. I used to go by buss to 
work but now I work someplace else. I used to download a PDF from 
the internet with the time schedule and then one day the system 
changed and the website wanted me to install an App. The buss app. 
The App wanted to know my habits. It was interviewing me about 
what I wanted to do and when.  But I didn’t like it. It took way to long 
to get the information I needed. 

Today, to circumvent the mobile application, T downloads the PDFs 
from his home computer and saves the PDFs to his mobile phone. 
Now it works very well because I can zoom into them.

K I go with my husband. We start at the same time. One or two times 
a year I walk home but it is a long way 6+ Kilometers (about one hour).
P Today is a nice day out. Good for walking.

QUESTION: Way finding devices?

P Yes. We sell the “Trekker”. Today P was in contact with another 
company in France. Kapsys (1:03:). Kapsys outputs navigation 
information with digitized voice. Polar Print is interested in testing 
Kapsys and possibly reselling it for users in Sweden. Polar has 
developed there own App sold on iTunes called, “Say Address”. “Say 
Address” is an easy to use program available for iOS and symbian 
and nokia phones. The way the app works is you just press a self 
designated shortcut which starts the program and plots a GPS 
coordinate at your location. The program translates the coordinate 
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into a physical street address, which the phone speaks to the user. 
Unlike some of the other GPS navigation devices this app costs 
almost nothing 179 SEK annually. (1:05) 

T: Says that there is a competing google product soon top be 
released. P says that the money it cost to develop the App was paid 
for by a government investment from the “Jelpame” Institute (1:08). 

Information from Wikipedia about Trekker and other GPS devises 
for visually impaired: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/GPS_for_the_
visually_impaired

Some other devices / programs include: BlindSquare: which uses 
crowd sourced data from FourSquare to find popular restaurants and 
other local destinations.

The University of California Santa Barbara has been doing research 
since 1984. This research project explored audio and tactile feedback 
for way finding and navigation.

QUESTION: Are there tactile maps available? 

P Worked on a map project about 10 years ago together with a 
German company. It was called “Taquis” (spelling?). It was funded 
by the European Union (1:09). The system utilized the 3-D printing 
capabilities available from Index Brail technology coupled with a 
large A3 touch pad.

The user could choose a map and specify what kinds of information 
they wanted. The map was then printed with the Index Brail system 
and overlaid on top of the touch pad. In this way the user could 
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explore the map with there fingertips. There where three layers of 
information: tactile, tone and speech. There were a range of audio 
tones that indicated roads, walkways, buildings, parks etc and if you 
pressed a bit harder you got a speech description. They actually 
made a map of Umeå. It was a really good map solution but as many 
projects it was never realized.

P “A gold mine of broken projects”

T There was a linguistic teacher from the Tasmanian albino society 
that spoke to T during the recent conference in Stockholm. She 
was interested in developing a tactile interface for speech and 
pronunciation.

P There was a German project called “GUIB” in the 90’s that made a 
80x25 character 3-D brail interface. It was a very expensive system. 
Each character cost over 1000 (dollars) to produce. So you can 
imagine that system was enormously expensive (2 Million for the 
whole system). 

QUESTION: I mentioned Tactus. The other company is called Senseg. 
Patric hadn’t heard about either of them.  I also asked about note 
taking

P I use email sometimes to send reminders. Or if he was on the phone 
with someone he might ask them to send him an email.

T recently started using a note pad on his phone with a stylus for 
making had written notes. He said it was easy for him to read. I 
mentioned OCR but he thought the OCR would work too slowly for 
him. It is a new tool and he likes it.
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K Remembers all phone numbers by memory. 

End of interview
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APPENDICES TWO
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Common Vision Impairments

PHOTOPHOBIA 

a symptom of abnormal intolerance to the perception of light. 

 

MACULAR HYPOPLASIA

Also known as fovea hypoplasia, is a rare medical condition involving the 
underdevelopment of the macula, a small area on the retina (the eye’s internal 
surface) responsible for seeing in detail. Macular hypoplasia is often associated 
with albinism. 

ASTIGMATISM

characterized by the development of an irregular shaped cornea requiring 
additional cylindrical corrective lenses in spectacles.

 

STRABISMUS

A condition in which the eyes are not properly aligned with each other. It 
typically involves a lack of coordination between the extraocular muscles, which 
prevents bringing the gaze of each eye to the same point in space and preventing 
proper binocular vision, which may adversely affect depth perception.
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APPENDICES THREE
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Additional Concepts
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The concept of a voice interface is extremely attractive 

because it requires no physical space but imagine how noisy 

a modern office might become if everyone was speaking 

with their computer. 

What if computers could read our lips? What if we could speak 

to our computers with out any audible sounds? What might this 

experience be like?

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Lip 
Reading 
KEY CONCEPTS
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Web pages tend to be packed with information. Many users 

describe difficulty of navigating them. Every website is 

different. There are very few conventions.  

Could we design a better interface for the medium of 

navigating web pages? Maybe we could design a method that 

would be applicable for any web page.

This concept sought to give users a simplified hierarchical 

overview of the document link structure of any given web page.

This prototype uses JavaScript and strips away all visual design 

to describe the website as a graph layout. This idea came from 

my research into Ontology.

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Document 
Link  
Hierarchy
KEY CONCEPTS
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What if we could search through our browsing history based 

on what we were doing? Imagine every time you open a 

new tab you could assign a purpose. In computer Science, 

everything can be expressed in terms of types, properties 

and relationships. 

A tripple is the smallest unit of a Ontological framework. The 

triple consists of two “classes” each with their own properties 

connected by a “relationship”. 

For example, let say you are reading an article in the newspaper 

and there was a hyper link to another article. when you clicked 

on the link to this article you could specify the purpose or 

answer you hoped to discover by accessing this link. This link 

association could also be saved for later access.

Link associations might also help us to build artifacts for our 

cognitive experiences on the internet. Also, does anybody ever 

open a browser window get distracted and forget why they are 

there in the first place!?

PROTOTYPE  NAME

Ontology  
Browser
KEY CONCEPTS



Marshall Mcluhan 

Jón Gnarr

Bill McKibben

Too Much Information Podcast

Tabs and Goal / Association

Goal / Association Browsing History

While listening to a podcast “Toomuch Information” by Benjamin Walker, I heard 
a interview with Bill Mckibben. Looking at my link association history I could also 
see that that I also discovered interesting links about Marshal Mcluhan and Jón 
Gnarr.

Whenever you open a browser tab you assign a purpose or goal for what 
you want to accomplish. A link association would automatically be 
gennerated, liking the page to how you got here. 

purpose / goal ____________________
association Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

______________________

Marshall Mcluhan 

Jón Gnarr

Bill McKibben

Too Much Information Podcast

Tabs and Goal / Association

Goal / Association Browsing History

While listening to a podcast “Toomuch Information” by Benjamin Walker, I heard 
a interview with Bill Mckibben. Looking at my link association history I could also 
see that that I also discovered interesting links about Marshal Mcluhan and Jón 
Gnarr.

Whenever you open a browser tab you assign a purpose or goal for what 
you want to accomplish. A link association would automatically be 
gennerated, liking the page to how you got here. 

purpose / goal ____________________
association Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

purpose: _______________________
association: Too Much Information Podcast

______________________
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